
 

TABLE SAWS 

Laguna Table Saw  

Fusion F2 10” 

  

PRODUCT CODE: LT*FUSION210/1 

Features  

Internal Design. The saw was built around a newly designed trunnion 

with years of research behind it. The new design focuses on butter 

smooth and true arbor adjustments without sacrificing strength or lon-

gevity of the saw. You will come to find a 2:1 ratio arbor tilt control that 

has zero backlash, an industrial strength 3 post height adjustment mech-

anism, and new features like the spindle lock for quick blade changes. In 

addition, the saw has kept the classic Laguna style cabinet mounted 

trunnion, but now with micro adjustable tilt controls. 

Newly designed precision arbor mounted directly to cabinet 

top. Height adjustment moves straight up easily with mechani-

cal assist. Arbor tilt is now on 2:1 ratio gear box. The new 

Laguna Arbor is Sturdy and built to last. 

Thick metal cabinet. Aside from this robust build of the cabi-

net, you will come to find intelligent tool storage for all includ-

ed accessories and the classic T-style fence. 

Newly Designed accessories including the blade guard, riving 

knife, and an integrated quick-change cam action setting 

mechanism. Included Accessories: Riving knife, blade guard, 

mitre gauge, 10” Blade, blade changing tool, and fence    

mounted push stick. 

Specifications  

Motor: 1 3/4 HP 240V  10 AMP 

Arbor: 16mm  - Arbor Speed: 4500 rpm  

Blade capacity: 254mm (10″ ) Diam, thin kerf – 21mm (13/16″ ) dado 

Optional rip: 1321mm with (52” Rail) 

Max. depth of cut at 45°: 54mm (2 1/8″ ) 

Mitre slots: 19mm (3/4″ ) to 25mm (1″ ) T 

Blade tilt: 0°-45° Left 

Rip capacity: 914mm (right)   

Max. depth of cut at 90°: 79mm (3 1/8″ ) 

Dust port : 101.6mm (4″ ) Outlet, 550CFM  

Cast table extension X 2: 300 x 675mm 

Cast tabletop dimension: 500 x 675mm 

Dado throat plate  

Accessories 

Forrest Dado King blade set 

Platinum series router table insert 

1300mm rip fence upgrade kit with stand 

Jessem Mast R Slide  

Footprint: 486 x 473 mm 

Overall dimensions: 1670 x 756mm x 883 mm 

Shipping Dimensions: 1207 x 756 x 1048mm  

Weight: 95kgs—Shipping Weight: 120kgs  

 


